INSTALLATION
MANUAL
BEFORE INSTALLING
When the floor is received, please keep in mind that during transportation the product might have been damaged.
Please check before installing. We recommend to leave the product in the room where it is going to be installed at
least 24 hours before installing it.
Before installing please check the flooring has no any deffect. In other case, you should advise PaviFLEX by phone
+34 965403300 or email info@paviflex.es and agree with PaviFLEX the solution for damaged tiles.

HOW TO INSTALL
Existing surface:
The surface where it is going to be installed PaviFLEX should be solid, plain and clean. PaviFLEX can be installed
on any existing surface (concrete, wood, stone, etc)
.
Installation:
It is really easy as PaviFLEX do not need to be glued to the surface, then PaviFLEX offers the shock absoprtion
needed when training. We will place the tiles in the area and we will start interlocking the puzzle tiles from the
center of the room outwards in the clockwise direction. When reaching the walls or columns, the tiles should be
cut straight (we can also deliver straight tiles) and we will always leave a free gap between the tiles and the walls
or columns.
Free gap:
Our prodcut absorbs impact and return the energy when training, it means that the floor works. To guarantee that
our product provides the right performance, a free gap should be left between the tiles and the walls or columns.
Once installed and with the free gap left, we will place the equipment. In case the heavy equipment has reduced the
free gap we will have to cut again and make sure there is a free gap of at least 2 cms.
Sun exposure:
The PaviFLEX products with high level of sun exposure may suffer colour tone variation or malformation.In case
the area is besides a window with no solar filter, we will have to somehow avoid the sun light heating directly the
tiles. All our products, except TurFLEX are for indoor use only.

